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The Hindutva rightwing has
ostensibly succeeded – for now
– in embracing the land area of
Kashmir and defeating the
Kashmiris.
That the moment to do this was
chosen with adroit calculation
cannot be denied. With the Indian
National Congress in confused
disarray, and many regional
satraps willing to strike bargains,
the Modi government struck on
the back of a dominant cultural
opinion.
Interestingly, even those regional
political forces assented to the
revocation of all autonomy-
granting provisions of Article 370
who have been screaming to
obtain such privileges in their
own states.
Not a few “notable” young
leaders in the Congress party also
came out supporting the unethical
and crass measure.
So much for that.
How drastically the ideological
axis of Indian “mainstream”
politics has revolved may be
understood by recalling that the
first-ever non-Congress Indian
government fell apart in 1979, on
the issue of “dual membership”.
An objection was raised by
Chaudhary Charan Singh, Madhu
Limaye and others in the then
Morarji Desai-led cabinet to
components from the Jana
Sangh continuing to hold their
membership of the RSS, while
having sworn their oath to uphold
secularism. Today, there is  a
seemingly unending beeline
among members of several non-
BJP parties to  go join the
communal right-wing
bandwagon.
I spent the whole of June in the
valley, interacting with droves of
students, teachers, political
workers, cultural organisations
all the way from Srinagar to the
deep interiors on subjects that
ranged from history to culture to
politics, to the specific situation
of Jammu & Kashmir.
In a breathtaking openness of
debate, the persistent theme
everywhere was why the Centre
refuses to  dialogue with
Kashmiris with a view to
reaching a modus vivendi  that
would satisfy the needs both of
integration and autonomy.
Little did I or they know what
would be in store within a month
of those interactions. As events
have unfolded, what a group of
very bright young scholars said
to me seems to have come true
– namely that “India” seemed
more anxious to  defeat the
Kashmiris than to integrate them.
Democracy dealt a fatal blow
The Hindutva right-wing has
consistently  –  and with
considerable justice – accused

There is No Wisdom in Turning All
Kashmiris Into Antagonists
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the Congress in collaboration
with “mainstream” local political
forces of having denied
democracy in  Jammu and
Kashmir over long decades of
manipulative politics. In doing
what the Modi government has
done, not only has democracy
finally been dealt a fatal blow in
the state (erstwhile state, one
may now say), but trampled
underfoot Kashmiri attachment to
centuries of distinct cultural
history and identity.
Recall that in his inaugural speech
to the constituent assembly of
Jammu & Kashmir (November 4,
1951) the late Sheikh Abdullah
had said:
“The character of a nation is not
known by its demography but by
the sort of Constitution it gives
to itself. The secular and
democratic Constitution of India
promises equal rights to all its
citizens.”
He had also ringingly rebuked
Jinnah by saying that contrary to
claims made by him, Pakistan
would be a “feudal oligarchy” run
by vested interests, and that a
“sufi Kashmir could have nothing
to do with a theocratic Pakistan”.
Well, today we know it is indeed
all about demography/theocracy
rather than anything else, be it in
Assam, West Bengal or Jammu
and Kashmir. The truth of this is
reinforced by the double
whammy the state has been dealt:
in vengefully demoting J&K to a
Union Territory, and snatching
Ladakh away from it, the Modi
government has cannily ensured
that it retains control of all land

and forest rights in the territories.
Cultural nationalism

The ploy offered by the Centre
is that since “ terrorism” is a
problem specific to the state, this
measure was necessary to
maintain security. We are thus to
understand that no such problem
exists in other states that will
continue to enjoy a “special

status”. The fact of the matter is
that both indigenous turmoil and
cross-border “terrorism” that
afflict states like Manipur,
Tripura, Nagaland have a
demographic profile different
from what pertains in Jammu
and Kashmir; and thereby hangs
the tale of what “cultural
nationalism” wishes to achieve
for a re-constituted nation-state.
Media channels collaborating
with the Centre are busy
propagating how Kashmiris are
delighted with what has
happened. Clearly, this must be
the reason why the Kashmir
province is today – five days
after the new measures have
been passed – locked down like
a funereal space, why more than
a hundred leaders – most of
whom have consistently stood
with the accession of the state
to India – in jail. Perhaps, this is
also why unconscionable
numbers of the state-apparatus
have swooped on the valley, and

why, according to some reports,
even the local police forces have
been disarmed for now. What a
sterling paradigm of democracy-
in-function, and what an
expression of trust in the people
of the valley.
There are also reports that a
Joint Action Committee has been
formed by the residents of the
Kargil district of Ladakh to
resolutely oppose the Union
Territory status for Ladakh.
Reports also suggest that the
Ch enab  Va lley  an d the P ir
Panchal areas of the state are
in potentially  violent unrest.
The only Kashmiris who are
happ y –  va rious  Pand it
organisations, for example – 
are those on whom Article 370
placed no  bar on acquiring
property or employment in the
state.
Future hangs on two planks

The future seems to hang on two
planks: one, the consequences of
legal challenges to  the new
measures passed by parliament,

and on how things may or may
not shape in  the Valley, the
Chenab, Pir Panjal and Kargil
after the present clampdown
comes to be relaxed or lifted.
There is also no telling how far
Pakistan may go to redeem itself
with its  humiliated internal
situation.
As to the propaganda about how
the revocation of Article 370 will
open the doors to investment and
employment for the Kashmiris,
here is what a Kashmir wag had
to say: “Physician, heal thyself.”
Meaning, bring investment and
employment first to the mainland
before holding out the promise to
Kashmiris. It may be noted that
whereas the percentage of people
below the poverty line in Gujarat
is 22%, it is 12% in Jammu and
Kashmir, thanks to Article 370 and
the special status which enabled
pioneering land reforms in the
state, contributing to its front-
ranking economic status. As to
education, likewise, the state of

just about seven million people
has a dozen universities of high
quality and free education from
primary to post-graduate studies,
thanks to  the exceptionally
progressive “Naya Kashmir”
manifesto drafted in 1944.
One thing may be safely
stipulated: the route that the Modi
government has taken vis a vis
Kashmiris, and the coloured
backing it has received is set to
make an tagonists  o f a ll
Kashmiris. What consequences
this eventuality may have both
internally, an d in  the event
Pakistan ramps up the military
aspect of the situation boggles
the mind. If in  1965, and on
other moments of the turmoil
ordinary Kashmiris have firmly
assisted Indian security agencies
in  op ert ations , a radically
different scenario may be in the
offing.

God help the republic.

Badri Raina taught at Delhi
University.

In the name of Love
By- Dr.Nunglekpam Premi Devi

Independent Scholar

Call me by something, different and ‘even’ name;
‘Please’ me by cute, tiny and strange name;
‘Ebemma’, ‘echoubi’, ‘echan’, ‘e-che’ and ‘enao’;
Fascinating by the tangling ‘ethos’,
Captivating and enthralling and charming;
Oh! Those emotions so sweetening
Making me proud; making me beautiful;
‘You’ hate me for nothing, blank;
‘You’ chase me for defying your words;
‘Naughty’ as I could; ‘Innocent’ as I exist;
Jumping and running free as I could,
There built no barrier ‘gender’ or ‘religion’;
 No secrete ‘hand’ dare tempt to touch,
So wildly and so vividly I flung off ‘naked’;
Re-birthing ‘me’ each day cocooning,
Tendering and fondling, caring and worshiping;
‘Home’ sweet home ‘ema’, ‘baba’ and ‘we’ll’,
Love, o love! Love’s a different meaning.

Call me by something, different and ‘even’ name
‘Fight’ me by worst, conquering and crushing
‘name’;
‘Kasubi’, ‘Besha’, ‘Oktabi’ and ‘Minai-nubi’,
‘Lam-chat naidbi’, ‘O-lakhi’, ‘Hing-chabi’ and ‘Mi-
hatpi;
Criticizing and defeating with no mistake;
Killing ‘me’ so apart alive when in ‘you’ try ruling,
Pulling and triggering my emotions ‘unsaved’;
‘Whisking’ me away, forcing deep drowning;
Ah! You the ruler so timid,
Calling ‘me’ by different name ‘sarcastically’;
‘Rules’ for what goodness; ‘mastering’ your ‘egos’;
Living’s so threatening; I doubt as I live;
Oh! Log me in; count me off the ridge ‘social’
‘Ditching’ me into the category ‘scarlet’;
‘Flashing’ me helping ‘glowing’ so profoundly;
Love, Oh! Love you’re too daring I may say;

Call me by something, different and ‘even’ name;
‘Please’ me by trick, fraud and challenged name;
‘I love you so deep and I’ll die for you’;
‘I’ll buy for you’ and I’ll gift you’;
Oops! Everlasting sound emotions, sparkling into,
‘You deserve this and that’; Do I?’
‘Believing’ thousands, I fall down until I twisted;
‘Higher’ I float; ‘Lower’ down deep you pull me
into;
Whirling and whirling until you shred ‘me’;
‘Into the jaws of shame; into the jaws of sinner’
‘Into the jaws of humiliation; into the jaws of
embracement’;
‘Throwing me out’ and ‘kicking me out’;
‘Spit onto me; and slapping me harder’
‘Dragging me by hair and cutting it hurriedly’;
‘Who am I? And what you’re to me?’
‘So cruel and so murderous’ you become;
Love, Oh Love!  You’re so inhuman all thy ‘name’.
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National Liberation Front of
Tripura led by Sabir  Kumar
Debbar ma,  NLFT-S D has
agreed to  abjure the path  of
v io len ce and  jo in  the
mainst ream. An MoU was
signed in this regard between,
Centre,  Tripura Government
and NLFT-SD. 
Home Ministry said, the group
has agreed to the surrender its
88 cadres with their weapons.

Tripura: Banned
insurgency group NLFT-

SD agrees to abjure
violence, join mainstream

The surrendered cadres will be
given surrender benefits as per the
Surrender-cum-Rehabilitation
Scheme, 2018 of the Ministry.
The State Government of Tripura
will help the surrendered cadres
in  hous ing,  recru itm ent and
education.  The Ministry said ,
Centre will consider the proposals
of Tripura Government regarding
economic development of tribal
areas of Tripura.
The NLFT has been banned under
the Un lawful Activ ities
(Prevention) Act since 1997. 


